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The Annual General Meeting held on Friday 18th January
saw a packed clubhouse, with standing room only.
It proved to be an evening of comings and goings on
the Committee …

The out-going Commodore, Barry Swaffield, spoke very
fondly of his three-year term as Commodore, reflecting
on the achievements of the club over this time.
He thanked the Committee and all the volunteers that
give their time to the club, and stated that this will be a
period in his life that he will treasure forever.

Another out-going member of the Committee was
the Treasuer, Geoff Murphy, who has served for
seven years.

David Segal, Moorings Officer,
gave an update on the relentless
and committed work of the
volunteers that are responsible
for this vital area of work … you
can read more about this later on in the newsletter.
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There were five vacancies on the Committee this year,
four of which had just one nominee, so all were
appointed unopposed.  These are:

Andy Page - Commodore
Steve Brimble - Vice Commodore
Ali Manning - Honorary Treasurer
Barry Swaffield - Committee member (Social Secretary)

Peter Laird, having been co-opted onto the Committee in
2018, was also appointed.  This leaves one vacancy on the Committee for 2019.

Paul Harris was awarded Honorary Member status and
presented with a certificate, having served in many
various capacities at the club for over thirty years,
including Commodore, Secretary and President.

The club’s charitable work was recognised, having
supported the Chernobyl Children’s Life Line,
Sailability and Macmillan.

There was also some discussion from the out-going Commodore about the innovation of
email and embracing new technologies.

The outgoing Commodore then raised a proposal that only passengers wearing life jackets
should be allowed to use the water taxi.  This proved to be a rather contentious issue and
promoted much discussion.  In the end it was agreed not to take this proposal any further,
but this has highlighted again the importance of safety.  Although a contentious issue, Barry
hopes that by bringing this to the forefront, members will be encouraged to wear their life
jackets without having to have it enforced as a club rule.

Colin Francis gave an update on the Fishing Section
- you can read more about this later on in the newsletter.

Then came the excitement of the awards presentation.
I was very surprised but absolutely delighted to be
presented with the Rover Cup, having been chosen by
the Committee as club member of
the year for my efforts with the
newsletter, Art Group and

            Book Club.

Barry Elliott was voted club member of the year by members.
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The Plunger Trophy,  which is given for valiant effort, was presented to Brent Horder for his
epic journey in the Around the Islands race in an inflatable sailing dinghy.

The Wednesday morning cruisers race series was won by Richard Almond in Mystique,
and he was presented with the Kings Trophy.

The Wednesday evening series for cruisers was a tie between Wishful,  Keith Coldwell,
and Mystique, Richard Almond,  so they jointly shared the Texaco Trophy.

The Bart's Bash Trophy was won by David Hipkiss in Jacana.

The Endeavour trophy was won by Chris Fenny for his progress through the adult dinghy
sailing lessons.

Charles Nettleton was presented with an award for winning the Round the Islands race,
coincidently called the Nettleton Trophy.

Peter Edgington, winner of the annual treasure hunt was also presented with a trophy.
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Following a short break, the meeting resumed for a short open session of questions, although
not everyone stayed for this part.

All in all, it was a great evening, hearing about all that has happened at the club over the past
year and everything that has been achieved.

Last of all, a big thank you to the volunteers who spent the evening serving drinks at the bar.
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The Mooring Officer Welcomes you to 2019!

Last year came and went in a rush, in spite of some glorious weather.

During this time the Club saw more changes in types of boats owned and overall numbers.
With one or two notable exceptions, we have moved away from larger sailing boats to smaller
motor boats and with a slight overall drop in total demand.  Within this trend the Club is
being asked for more moorings for smaller sailing boats and catamarans.  Around the
Clubhouse there are now a pride of cats with one or two remaining fore and aft dinghy
moorings.  The taxi now provides such a good service that many of us no longer need to
maintain our own tenders, so the outhaul numbers have shrunk.

Stainless steel top chains continue to roll out and will be tested for deterioration this year.
We have yet to see whether some concerns about galvanic deterioration are visible.

The mooring work was hindered a bit by snow and a temperamental engine on the barge.
Can’t do much about the weather but we have changed the engine for a more old school four
stroke pusher which should work better.  Thanks to all the members who helped with the
moorings exercise last year.

Winter moorings provided a constant threat to
moorings hardware, to moorings volunteers and to
the boats themselves.  Like most of Poole harbour,
the Committee put an end to winter moorings at
the Club because of the risk to boats, to members
and to the insurance reputation of the area.
You ratified this at the AGM.  It was apparent that
our moorings were sometimes used as cheap
parking by some members who left their boats
unsupervised for months.  The winter storms could
become too much of a test for the boats and us.

Even the two deep water moorings trots T and Q will
be April to October only from now and will have a
reduced price accordingly.

The storage facility at Holt has offered members an
excellent alternative for wintering, at very
reasonable cost and is well used.  The mooring zone
out there in front of the Club is currently empty …
for the first time ever.

Moorings news
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The barge has visited Salterns for a brief holiday to get its bottom scrubbed and repainted
ready for work very soon.

The moorings work begins in earnest any minute (in fact some of us
have already hauled chain in from the street when it arrived from
the supplier and tidied the Bosuns store to accommodate it).
Those of you who offered to participate in moorings work have
been contacted.  We need to make one or two of you even more
experienced to operate the barge and deal with trots on your own.
In theory I have one year remaining as Moorings Officer and would
hope to coach / hassle one of you to take over from me next AGM.
My thanks go to the Moorings team and a special mention as usual
to Mike Hudson, the moorings Anchor man.  The Committee agreed
last year, that the two most arduous deep water rows of moorings
would be undertaken by a commercial company, leaving us still

plenty to do in a short time.  If we cannot get sufficient regulars to help with this work, then
we may need to get more of the work undertaken commercially.  It will cost about £100
service cost per mooring commercially if we need to hand over more moorings and this
would increase everyone’s mooring fees considerably.  You have been gently warned.  If you
have a boat and are reasonably able bodied, you need to participate in this exercise.  If you
can help, please contact me via the office or email moorings@nhyc.org.uk.  There are a range
of activities to suit all.  It’s not all hauling chain.  There is the preparation of the summer
buoys and the cleaning and preparation of the winter buoys when they come in.  We also
have to walk the moorings on a very low tide (February) taking notes so that suitable
preparations can be made.  An easy job for those of you who can use a clipboard.

Members must supervise their moorings themselves once they
have been serviced, from the swivels upwards to include their deck
fittings.  In shallow water especially, where sand grinds away at
chains and shackles, it is imperative to check yours regularly.
Imminent storms may require additional mooring lines and checks.
Last year out of 117 main moorings, we replaced 71 top chains, 67
swivels and 44 lower chains using 140 big shackles and 65 smaller
ones.  Keep an eye on yours.  Then there was all the work on the
dinghy moorings.

If you need help with fitting strops or anything else please don’t
hesitate to get in touch.

New members are particularly welcome to discuss their concerns about their moorings or
about their boats or anything else.  I will always make the time to help if I can.

If you have concerns or are changing your boat contact me please through the office or by
email moorings@nhyc.org.uk.

We will continue to ask you to mark up your boats properly.  The lack of boat markings makes
identification and taxi location difficult.

mailto:moorings@nhyc.org.uk
mailto:moorings@nhyc.org.uk
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At the AGM the need for ALL taxi users to wear life preservers was discussed and it was
thought that perhaps we are not ready or experienced to make it a hard and fast rule as of
yet, so it remains strongly recommended.  However it is important that we all take
responsibility for Club safety and if you see a member or visitor on the water or preparing to
go, without a life preserver, please remind them of the Club’s strong position on safety and
the wearing of life preservers.  Flagrant refusals should be reported to the Committee so that
we can take up the education.

Here’s to sunny, safe and peaceful days on the water this year and the appearance of a
potential new moorings officer.  It’s a great job.

Thank you,
David Segal

We’ve launched a Facebook page!

We’re trialling a Facebook page for the Club and you are invited to join it!

An email was sent to members at the beginning of January inviting them to
join and so far we’ve have over 60 members sign up.  We’ve created the
page to give us another method to communicate club events and news as
well as giving members another way to interact with each other, so please feel free join the
group and share photos, post your comments, news, items for sale etc, etc.

The Facebook page is a closed group so members of the public cannot see the content unless
someone shares content with a Facebook ‘friend'.

To join, simply search for North Haven Yacht Club in the ‘Groups’ section of Facebook and I
will approve your request.  This page is for paid up members only, non members will not be
granted access.

If you have any questions please email the NHYC Office and they will pass any emails onto me
(or join the page and ask the question there!).

Many thanks,
Chris Brooks
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A cold but nice, sunny, calm December day, a good day
to fit new cleats to the floating pontoon and also re-rig
the fendering, and tighten all the nuts and bolts.
A bit cold stood in the water but it was a job that
needed doing.  The pleasure of doing this fell to Pete,
Mike and myself - hey ho all in a days work.  Still I did
get out for a bit to take the pictures.

Fred

NHYC Winter Work

Kevin Fry organised
the cleaning of the
Bosuns, which are
used by the Adult
Sailing group and
Kids’ Club.
The volunteers
fortified themselves
with a Big Breakfast,
the first of the new
year, before venturing outside into the cold and, in between the posing, pressure-washed
the boats.  Just the anti-fouling to do to get them ready for the new season!  Any volunteers?!

Talking of the Big Breakfast … I couldn’t make the December one, so was very pleased to be
able to make the January one.  Yet again another catering triumph - thank you to all the
volunteers!  As always, a great way to warm up after my early morning sea swim.
Unfortunately, I ate it so quickly, I forgot to take a photo!

Big Breakfast
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Each issue of the RYA’s InBrief is a mix of
latest news, top tips, videos, advice and offers,
providing readers with a one stop shop for all
their boating news.  You’ll also find exclusive
articles, competitions and launches.

InBrief is available for all club members to
read, so here’s the link to the latest issue:

https://www.rya.org.uk/newsevents/e-newsletters/inbrief/Pages/January-2019.aspx

RYA news

Our fishing section once again had a good season,
with seven boats going out and twenty anglers
taking part between April and September in 2018.

We had seventeen different species recorded with
a total of 471 eligible fish caught and documented,
the same number of species as last year but a
total of 100 more fish caught.

The FLOUNDER competitions haven't been quite
so successful this year, this could be due to the
lack for FLOUNDERs being caught.

We would like to thank Barry and the Committee for their continued support, which helps us
enormously with running the fishing section.

Tight lines!
Bobi and Colin

https://www.rya.org.uk/newsevents/e-newsletters/inbrief/Pages/January-2019.aspx
https://www.rya.org.uk/newsevents/e-newsletters/inbrief/Pages/January-2019.aspx
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This story resumes where we left off last month … I had won a Strikeliner at auction, but had
had no chance to view beforehand …

Being under the impression it was in Nottingham, I hired a car as I didn’t know how capable
mine would be for the long haul.  That was a disaster, I finished up with a Transit tipper lorry
on the hottest day of the year and no aircon.  Arriving in Nottingham I discovered that was
their offices, the boat was in Uttoxeter!

Finally I found her and first impression was good, like Rafiki I was really only interested in the
hull and cuddy.  I checked the trailer tyres which were fine, saw the trailer was rusty but
simply never looked properly.  From then it was a long, careful drive home, 200+ miles, with
one stop at Halfords to get the lighting board working.  I arrived home at about 2230.

When I took a proper look at the trailer, I was
horrified.  So commenced a very slow, careful
ride to the farm at Holt.  Paul the owner was
more horrified than me and, being an
engineer, quickly put me off even attempting
a repair.  So, Day One, and the budget was
blown when I realised I needed a new trailer.
Paul has been a great help and used one of
his diggers to lift the boat from the old to the
new trailer and helped set it up too.

Next the engine. The engine was a 30hp Mariner 2 Stroke, which
if I am honest, I didn’t really want.  When it comes to boats,
unless I had known the engine’s history I am cautious.  I wanted
a new four stroke, so now I had a problem … I said the budget
was blown out of the water by the trailer, so the financing of it
might well delay the new engine until next year.  Because of that,
I got out to Holt one afternoon and with a bit of huffing and
puffing I managed to remove the engine on my own.  That was
taken over to a Marine engineer at Cobbs Quay who I know buys
second hand engines for resale.  “Will it start?” I had no idea,
but left him with it in the hope that it was a runner,
another gamble in buying at an auction when I had not seen it or
tested it.  Thankfully he did get it to run and he was happy to buy
it from me.

Boaty McButch
 - a lifetime of fun on and in the water PART 2
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The one mistake I made when removing the engine is that I had to disconnect the steering as
there was no room to remove the outboard otherwise.  The mistake … normally when I have
never done a job before I photograph it as I work.  This time I was in too much of a hurry.
Thankfully YouTube has videos on just about everything and it made quite an easy job of
getting the steering reconnected.

Next was a myriad small but significant jobs.  Most important was the shortening and capping
the number of bolts that entered the cuddy from above.  Perhaps I purchase my boats from
‘vertically challenged’ previous owners for Rafiki was the same.  On both I could have easily
opened up my head on the protruding bolts.  On Rafiki I made a thin ply headliner but this
time for speed I decided to cut off the bolts and cap them, at least for now.  Not an easy job
with a small hacksaw … Then Paul, the farm owner turned up trumps again.  He looked at
what I was doing and came back a few minutes later with a battery powered grinder.
The man’s a star!

No navigation lights, corroded battery
connections, switch panel knackered, bilge pumps
needed etc., etc. I sat down and remembered my
words of a month or so ago to one of the club
members,  “I would like to do another boat project
and use some of the lessons from Rafiki”.
So, I ripped out every bit of wire and the
switch panel.  It took some time and I have one or
two things to add yet but I’m sure I’ll get there in
the end.  Pity the boat is not parked next to the
house, it would be a lot easier and quicker.

To other parts of the project, the keel band was in a sorry state and talking to John Jones,   he
kindly offered to loan me some boat stands/jacks.  With the new trailer not having a central
‘spine’ I could easily remove the old one.  That was taken to an Orkney dealer at Cobbs and he
was going to get a new one from the factory the next time they picked up a new boat.  About
a week later he phoned to say it was there.  A 16ft strip of stainless is not the easiest to carry
but I managed it by putting roof bars on the car and tying the band to a long length of wood.
Refitting it though was another story, I should have taken John up on         his offer.

Halfords had a mechanic’s creeper board for sale, a special offer just £7, so armed with that
and a trolley jack plus all the needed screws, Sikaflex and tools, under the boat I went.
The screw holes didn’t line up so the old had to be plugged and new ones drilled, I went
through many pairs of plastic gloves, dropped screws, broke drill bits, lost screwdriver bits,
ran out of battery for my screwdriver, head-butted a bolt on the trailer.  Thankfully no one
videoed me getting out from under the trailer, it would easily have made “You’ve been
Framed”, getting under, easy peasy, but getting back out … !!!!!
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The Strikeliner was originally fitted with a full
width ‘bench seat’ and my boat had two
swivel bucket seats fitted.  The swivels though
were solidly rusted and the seats themselves
were in a very poor state.  They were binned
and I needed to grind the swivels off.
Looking at the boat without the bench across
the deck, it looked so good and made moving
from bow to stern so easy that despite the
loss of storage, I would do without it.

Brian Stapely a former club member asked me if I wanted a seat, it came with a pedestal and
is perfect.  I made a strong wood base, glassed that into the hull and got me a nice seat.

The biggest decision I had to make was regarding the engine. I’d spent ages reading blurb on
various engines.  In the end a trip to the Boat Show and a meeting with a guy who had been
recommended to me.  Since buying the trailer I had worked hard, borrowed a bit from the
pension pot and so was able to buy a 25hp Suzuki.  With the prices going up and the Boat
Show discount I saved about £500.  Not only that but the firm will store the engine to install it
before the season starts and the guarantee commences from installation.  Sorted, I hope.

There were other jobs that I could do at home.  The steering ‘consul’ (for want of a better
word) had so many holes and patches from earlier instruments,  I repaired the top with mat
and surface tissue.  My attempts to brush on gelcoat was not as good as I wanted and in the
end I covered it with a non-slip mat.  There was a stern seat to make and new brackets for the
seat, the wood of the auxiliary bracket needed renewing too. That I made made from solid
oak but as it was thinner than the original, I wrapped that in mat and resin.

The name: all of my boats have been named
with a meaning, (another story) but SeaSaw,
SeaSaw II, Shannock and Rafiki.  Now I wanted
a name that is easy and with some meaning,
so Yodo it is.  That’s the name of my son’s
company and seeing as one of the thoughts for
her is to fly drones from her, Yodo ties in with
his company and the drone section of it.

The big unknown is, will I launch in Poole in 2019 or will it be Norfolk if our move is through
by then???

Biggest lesson from this is look and test before you bid!

David Butcher
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It seems barely has the Admiral dusted off his Bublé CD
before it’s time to remove the gimbal-mounted fairy,
and stuff the “low needle drop” Nordman into the back of
the hatchback for the post festive journey to the Nuffield
recycling centre.

So with the last of the bauble boxes hoisted aloft, time for
reflecting upon the highlights, starting with the Cats
Christmas Soirée.  There was slight disappointment at the
lack of Christmas spirits, or rather the lack of 2 for 1 cocktail spirits at the Slug and Lettuce
pre-meal gathering.  Picture the face of a small child, hopes dashed when awoken upon
Christmas morning, skipping downstairs to find not a solitary present beneath the tree.
‘Twas not the Grinch who stole Christmas though, good will to all and cocktail offers were
suspended for the festive period by order of the management.  Humbug!

The Finisher’s “dry” run the previous week to quality test the
cocktails (proving that no task is too arduous for our
diligent event planner) was to prove not entirely in vain.
Happy hour 1 for 1 cocktails would need to suffice.

Please drink responsibly.

Undeterred, we pressed on to the main event, a return to the
Antelope pub in the old town.  Chrimbo dinners were followed
by a mobile disco which started off with some banging floor
fillers before trawling through the traditional mobile disco back
catalogue from the 60’s to the present.  Chubby Checker can
test the knee cartilage of many a sherry-fuelled raver, whilst
the Gap band have a lot to answer for.

Highlights of the evening
included some strictly Salsa
moves from Good Times and
Cuban Heels, along with King of
the dance floor, the Menace
– words cannot do justice …

Herding Cats
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As for Christmas morning, deliveries from Santa’s sleigh (in essence, a mast-less catamaran
under tow – was the Admiral moonlighting on Christmas Eve?), well yours truly received the
second half of a birthday Hobie trampoline picture - the Editor’s sewing machine will
hopefully not need to be pressed into service again next season!

Meanwhile, high up on the Heath, the Admiral was delighted to fish his own replacement
trampoline licence from his stocking.  Gentlemen, start your search engines – two Hobie 16
trampolines have to be cheaper than one … and so it would prove.  A Hobie original will set
you back £500+, whilst a US stitched eBay replica around half that.  The Admiral and myself
await delivery …

Captain eBay’s eyes lit up when he unwrapped two shackles, and 8 metres of 5mm rope,
until he realised these were for Catnip.  Whilst Cuban Heels was left sitting amid the pile of
wrappers attempting to work out how his new rudder bits slot together … Further cat-related
present news has yet to be received.

In the mean time, I have made a start of replacing the neoprene anti-skid pads which run
along the side beams of the Hobie.  The Admiral, having upgraded Mad Catter’s buttock
cushioning last pre-season, suggested using a heat gun to coax the remnants of
remaining pads, but having rummaged around the garage in vain, my gaze fell upon
a blow torch – what could possibly go wrong?

The Editor has promised to add a little video of my endeavours with the blow torch to the
Club’s Facebook group.
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Commodore’s news
Firstly, I would like to thank all those who have supported me,
both on the Committee and in my role as Vice Commodore of our club.
I hope I will be worthy of that continued support in my new role as
your Commodore.

I give my special thanks to the Committee for their support and their
hard work.

Working alongside Barry Swaffield for over three years taught me a
great deal, we clashed on occasions but I am sure he would agree we
made quite a good team.  Under his leadership, and not forgetting the

hard work of many, the club has flourished.  Adult dingy training was introduced,
the phonetic alphabet set in the decking, the newsletter was given a new lease of life,
and we saw the introduction of the touch screen in the Clubhouse.  All part of
continued improvement and progression, echoing the achievements of past Commodores
and committees.

I intend over the next three years, with the support of our Committee, to continue that
commitment and strive likewise to leave the club in a strong position for the future.
We live in rapidly changing times, new technologies, social changes, a growing population,
climate change and pollution.  These are just a sample of issues that are changing our
environment and will no doubt affect our passion for boating and the sea in the future.

There is a government body set up to study these issues it is the MMO (Marine Management
Organisation).  In brief they are working on plans and a vision that will hopefully protect our
waters and coastline for the future.  We should monitor their work and how we might benefit
from their plans.

North Haven Yacht Club has come a long way since its birth over fifty years ago.  It is unique
and the envy of others clubs.  To quote our Moorings Officer, we now lead rather than follow.

The Committee … unpaid, hard working and dedicated to the safe, secure and efficient
running of the club.  Our Secretary Bryan Hardy works tirelessly, keeping the club running
smoothly, always there when you need advice and guidance.  Alison Manning, our newly
elected Treasurer, took over from Geoff Murphy, and will without doubt continue the good
work.  The gruelling task of looking after the moorings falls to that of our Moorings Officer
Dave Segal and his team.  He is always in need of help.  If you are strong and not afraid of
getting very dirty and willing to help please give him a call.  Fred Cottee and Peter Laird who
may soon be honoured with the title of Club Bosun keep all club vessels in good order,
ship shape and much more.  They are always in need of help to prepare boats for the start of
the season.
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Tara Jones allocates duties through Dutyman, a very important role.  Without it the club
would not run efficiently.  The club runs on a voluntary system.  If you have not done, or been
allocated a duty, please contact her - volunteer for a duty or duties and take the pressure
off others.  Chris (and Kirstin) Brooks oversee the thriving Kids’ Club that meets Friday
evenings throughout the summer.  Chris has also set up a Facebook group for club members
only and will be monitoring its use.  Barry Swaffield (previous Commodore) has taken on the
vacant role of Social Secretary.  Barry, with the ongoing help of Gill Tripp, our President, and a
merry band of helpers, will be organising the social calendar.  This is an area that is always in
need of help and can be a lot of fun.  We have a newly elected Vice Commodore,
Steve Brimble, who doubles as our Heath and Safety Officer.  That leaves me. … Andy Page,
your Commodore.  Hopefully, for the next three years.  I will do as all the commodores
before me: I will endeavour to be a good ambassador for the club, uphold its values and
traditions and take it forward.

I mentioned technologies earlier.  As we are all aware technology, social media and the
Internet have had a huge impact on the way we live our lives.  There is a vacancy on our
Committee for someone with IT skills … to make it complete.  If you haven't fallen asleep by
now and are interested in the position please contact Bryan Hardy, Club Secretary though
the club’s email address office@nhyc.org.uk

Our club is a jewel and a sanctuary for many - be proud of it.

Again, I thank you all.

Andy Page
Commodore

mailto:office@nhyc.org.uk


A public exhibition of art
in a variety of visual media by members of

the North Haven Yacht Club

Haven Art 2019

Saturday 9th March 10am - 4pm
and

Sunday 10th March 10am - 3pm
at the North Haven Yacht Club,
2b Banks Road,
Sandbanks,
Poole
BH13 7QB

For more information email office@nhyc.org.uk

Refreshments will also be on sale

mailto:office@nhyc.org.uk
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Happy New Year everyone! A BIG thank you to everyone who has sent stories
and photos for this month’s bumper edition newsletter!

If you would like to contribute to the club newsletter, please email your news,
stories or photos to me:  newsletter@nhyc.org.uk

Final word …

Sunday 3rd February      BIG Breakfast

Saturday 16th February     Paying Day

Friday 22nd February      Taxi Drivers’ meeting

Saturday 9th - Sunday 10th March Haven Art Exhibition

Wednesday 13th March     Talk by Moatt Sails -
             sail making and trimming

Friday 15th March        Sprat Supper

Sunday 17th March      Boat Jumble

Saturday 23rd March      Charity Black Tie Dinner

Sunday 31st March      Mothers’ Day Buffet Lunch

mailto: newsletter@nhyc.org.uk

